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Hybrid Services, UK and Irish distributor of
Mimaki, has announced a free update for the
FineCut plugin software that supports Adobes

recently released Illustrator CC2018 application
on both Mac and PC platforms. In addition to the

RasterLink integration, Mimaki FineCut 8.0.1
features highly customizable print and cut jobs

allowing users to set their own finishing style and
selection of materials; a feature unrivalled on the

market.FineCut 8.0.1 also includes project
management features including the ability to

export to PDF, CSV, PLT and DXF. Users can also
either create a custom project with layers and

groups, or retrieve a predefined set of
components that match one of the templates in
the FineCut plugin. Richard Williams, responsible

for software at Mimakis exclusive distributor,
Hybrid Services Ltd, comments,Its our opinion that
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FineCut 8 provides the best Miehara CAD / CATS
compatible 2D and 2.5D cutting system of its kind

available right now. Particularly designed for
CorelDRAW users, the FineCut plugin is supplied

free of charge with all Mimaki pinch roll and
flatbed cutting plotters and is said to streamline
the production process, enabling users to work in

industry standard software yet with hardware
specific options to hand. Thirteen sign making

tools are included along with a large selection of
professional papers, templates and customisable

effects designed to perfectly match Mimakis
cutting plotters. FineCut 8.0.1 also provides a

stunning selection of Materials; including
permanent, removable, heat transfer, UV, and

emboss options along with an industry standard
Inkjet finishing feature that not only enhances the
finishing edge, but also acts as a trimming guide.
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CorelDRAW features a new tool - the Stamp
Selection tool which is used to locate a small

object or image to be stamped, cropped or cut
with the FineCut bar. A white crosshair cursor will
appear over any selected area and the user can
drag to create an object. As the user drags the
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cursor, the selected area grows larger, a colour-
code system is used to indicate the area that will

be stamped, cut or cropped and all symbols in this
area remain in the stamp art frame until the cut,

crop or stamp is performed. FineCut software
utilises cutting 'tables' which are basically key

pairs in which printing and cutting are performed
with a single function. The tables describe the
exact position and location of the cutting and

printing. Four different keys can be combined to
perform either printing or cutting within each

table. The following example uses the function Y
and X keys to create a left or right adjustment in

the table. The FineCut table model allows the user
to fine tune the position of the cut during the

cutting process to the exact cutting position of the
print product. FineCut has a 'look and feel' of an

'old style' cutting table system. However, the
cutting tables are adaptive and because of the

way that FineCut is designed, the 'look and feel' of
the cutting table can be altered at any point in the

production process - meaning that the FineCut
table can be used in a more complex manner than

traditional cutting tables. For example, FineCut
can be used to print and cut left and right, top and

bottom or to print and to cut on a glass surface,
before printing, or the entire print and cut
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operation can be performed with a single function
and the printed product final position adjusted to

the cutting position which occurs. 5ec8ef588b
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